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Key messages
nnAs well as enhancing the climate performance of cities and regions, well designed low carbon
transport systems can create employment opportunities—a win–win opportunity.
nnThere is increasing evidence that investment in low carbon transport creates more jobs than
investment that favors cars and other motorized forms of transport.
nnAlong with the short term employment impact, longer term jobs in these public transport
systems tend to be more formalized and secure.
nnInvesting in low carbon transport solutions is a key area to be tapped, especially in countries
facing high unemployment and limited social and economic development.
nnFor example:
OOBogota’s TransMilenio bus rapid transit system saves almost 250,000 tons of carbon
dioxide (CO2) each year, and employs 40,000 workers with provision for social security
benefits such as pension schemes and healthcare.
OOIn Paris the Vélib’ bike share program employs 400 people and helps reduce annual
greenhouse gas emissions by 32,330 tons of CO2.

Introduction
This paper shares two case studies from cities that have generated employment by implementing low carbon
transport projects. Today a third of the world’s population live in low income countries. These countries
account for only 3.3% of the global gross domestic product
(GDP). The potential economic productivity of this workforce in
Also in the LEDS GP series on the benefits of
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transport:
the developing world population below the poverty line, with daily
nn Make roads safe
earnings of less than US$1.25 a day.1
nn Save money and time
Developing countries face an average combined unemployment
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and underemployment rate of 30%.2 For instance, 8.8% of
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Colombia’s labor force in 2013 remained without work despite being
This series of short papers aims to demonstrate
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national and local development agendas efficiently.
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available and seeking employment. Unemployed women are a vulnerable population group, with a much higher
unemployment rate of 25.1% compared with just 14.2% among young men.3 With an annual population growth
of 1.3%, the number of young people entering the labor market is increasing, raising the economic development
barrier for developing nations.4
Unemployment affects not only individuals, but also their country’s national economy. A family experiencing
unemployment will respond to losing income by cutting expenses on basic needs including food, education, and
healthcare, leading to further economic and social losses beyond the household. Loss of income results in the
depletion of a nation’s GDP—for every 1% increase in unemployment rate, GDP falls an additional 2%.5

Low carbon urban transport creates jobs and security
Low carbon transport solutions support cities to combat high unemployment rates by generating a variety of
jobs through increasing public transport and nonmotorized transport such as cycling and walking. For instance,
building public transport infrastructure creates employment openings in construction, management, services, and
sales related fields.6 Additionally, the promotion of compact urban design combined with public transport and
nonmotorized transport options advance mobility through biking and walking for short distance trips.
A 2009 study conducted for the American Public Transportation Association shows that for each US$1 billion
annual spending on public transport in the United States, an average of 36,000 jobs are supported for 1 year7
and annually 80,000 tons of CO2 equivalent (CO2eq) are saved.8 Taking the added business output into
consideration, those jobs result in approximately US$1.8 billion of GDP, including $1.6 billion of labor income,
and generate $490 million in tax revenues throughout the US.9 In contrast, the same amount of investment spent
on highway construction in the US generates only 13,000 jobs on average10—and increases CO2 emissions by
2.33 million tons per year over 50 years’ operation of the highway.11
Figure 1 Annual employment impact and CO2 savings per US$1 billion investment in public
transport, bicycle lanes, and highway construction12
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In 2011, a study by the Political Economy Research Institute of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
analyzed the labor impacts of 58 road infrastructure projects throughout 11 cities in the US. Their findings show
that low carbon infrastructure investment in exclusive bicycle or pedestrian infrastructure leads to the highest
employment outcomes and lowest greenhouse gas emissions; the impact decreases for multi-use trails, and
is lowest in road infrastructure projects for high carbon vehicles without any cycle or pedestrian elements. For
instance, building bike lanes and installing bike share stations—from design through operation, management, and
sales—creates a diverse set of employment avenues (Table 1).
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the urban transport sector creates a broad array of jobs that boost the
local economy at the same time as improving air quality. Citizens and the community benefit from declining
unemployment rates, more security in household incomes, and improvements in the employment sector itself;
adding to the diversity of jobs, from construction to professional management of transport systems, generates
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Table 1 Employment impacts of infrastructure investments in the USA13

Project type
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Bicycle infrastructure only
Pedestrian infrastructure only
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and pedestrian facilities
Road infrastructure only (no bike
or pedestrian components)

Pedestrian






Total jobs
per million
US$
11.41



9.91



8.53

7.75

an increase in household income. With half the world’s population living in urban environments, cities are in a
unique position to offer leadership in mitigating climate change.14 Leveraging the synergy between increasing
employment rates and decreasing carbon emissions through low carbon transport is likely to be a profitable
venture for mayors and local stakeholders investing in sustainable development in their region.

Case study

TransMilenio bus rapid transit system in Bogota, Colombia
Bogota’s bus rapid transit (BRT) system exemplifies the win–win effect of reducing greenhouse gas emissions
and creating jobs through investment in low carbon transport. In 2009, 9 years after its implementation,
TransMilenio created 39,869 direct jobs (positions created by TransMilenio) and 55,817 indirect jobs
(positions created by other businesses due to implementation of the BRT system).15 By 2016, this BRT
system has a total of 112.9 km of dedicated bus lanes within 11 trunk corridors, 112 feeder routes, 134
stations, and 2,187 spots for bicycle parking at nine cycling stations.16 Not only are those jobs new, they are
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an outcome of comprehensive reorganization of the bus companies. This has helped to formalize the sector,
and consequently the jobs, replacing informal jobs in the former transport system.
Employees of the new public transport system such as bus drivers now also enjoy social benefits—including
a fixed 8 hour day under their new contract with TransMilenio instead of working informally for up to 15 hours
a day, as they did previously. Reorganization and formalization of the transport system means employees
now benefit from health and social security, along with long term contracts with regulated wage levels.17
TransMilenio has made it a priority to employ persons from vulnerable social groups. In 2009, women made
up 24% of the system’s total employees, of whom 62% were single mothers.18
With 1.4 million passengers commuting on a daily basis, TransMilenio meets 27% of Bogota’s demand for
public transport. Through a comprehensive feeder system, 536 neighborhoods have access to the BRT
system, including low income households in the city’s periphery.19 In addition, over 1,500 temporary jobs
during construction benefitted unskilled workers from the surrounding communities.20
TransMilenio was the world’s first mass transit project to be registered with the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) to receive carbon credits under the Clean Development
Mechanism. It was registered in 2006 for its reduction of nearly 246,563 tons CO2eq per year, equivalent to a
40% reduction. Between 2006 and 2009, Bogota has generated average revenues of US$894,737 per year
by selling carbon credits to governments of developed countries. These funds are reinvested in the BRT
operation as well as in other environmental projects with the potential to generate more jobs.21
And from 2006 to 2012, TransMilenio led to a reduction of around 7,000 tons of particulate matter, more
than 50,000 tons of mono-nitrogen oxides, and more than 800 tons of sulfur dioxide, the main causes of
respiratory diseases and acid rain, due to savings in fuel consumption in the public transport system.22

Case study

Vélib’ bike sharing system in Paris, France
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Another example of how investment in low carbon urban transport can benefit employment is the Vélib’
bike sharing system in Paris, introduced in 2007. Such programs are the type of public transport with the
lowest cost per mile; they reduce the number of trips made by car, and can generate jobs in several areas
depending on the program size.23 For example, cycle hire services require both temporary employees in the
construction phase of stations,
and permanent staff for bicycle
and station maintenance,
cycle redistribution, and
administration and control
of the system’s computer
network.24
The Vélib’ program in Paris
has created over 400 new full
time and part time jobs, with
a minimum of 20 hours per
week. The skills and education
required bring in employees
with diverse experience—
from service and warehouse
staff to bicycle mechanics
and call center technicians.
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In response to a 6.6% unemployment rate in Paris, especially high among young people, the program
operator JCDecaux targeted the employment generated by Vélib’ toward young people and other vulnerable
population groups.25
As a public–private partnership between the municipal government of Paris and the advertising group
JCDecaux, initial investment and operation costs for Vélib’ have been covered 100% by the private sector.
The city, meanwhile, makes about US$4.6 million annually by selling advertising rights for billboards to
JCDecaux, and another US$45.2 million per year from membership and use fees.26
Vélib’ members now have access to over 20,600 bicycles at 1,451 stations spread throughout Paris. The
massive expansion in Vélib’s bike network prompted the city government to double the length of the bicycle
infrastructure, with nearly 125 miles of new bike lanes, to make cycling around Paris even more attractive for
citizens and visitors.27 In addition, speed restriction zones, road safety campaigns, and contraflow systems
support the goal of a cycle friendly city. Vélib’s success is evident in its 100,000 daily users, each travelling
3 km on average. Cycle use in Paris has increased by 70% from the first year of introduction of the bike
sharing system. Assuming these journeys would otherwise have been made by car or other motorized
vehicle, Vélib’ saves 32,330 tons of CO2eq per year.28

Conclusion
Low carbon, energy efficient transport solutions that promote a modal shift to public transport and bicycles can
have a greater employment impact than solutions that support high dependency on private motorized vehicles.
As shown by the examples of Bogota and Paris, reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the urban transport
sector can create new jobs and enhance access to the local employment market by increasing the options for
affordable and efficient transport when designed in the right ways.
Good governance, public consultation, and compensation schemes are necessary with regard to the
implementation of such public transport systems to ensure vulnerable urban residents are able to reap the
economic and social benefits of the proposed system. Vulnerable social groups, such as low skilled workers, can
find attractive employment conditions in low carbon transport projects and benefit from reduced transport costs.
And formalizing jobs in the low carbon transport sector makes the job market more lucrative and productive. Thus
investment in urban transport solutions with low greenhouse gas emissions not only reduces unemployment, but
also improves the quality of jobs and supports the social and economic development of cities and citizens.
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The LEDS GP Transport Working Group provides technical assistance, tools, and training for LEDS in
transport systems.
The group works to:
nn share approaches and practices for transport and land use planning
nn provide transport analysis methods and tools
nn offer peer to peer, transport-specific financial training and expert assistance.
Contact: transport@ledsgp.org
The Low Emission Development Strategies Global Partnership (LEDS GP) was founded in 2011
to enhance coordination, information exchange, and cooperation among countries and international
programs working to advance low emission, climate resilient growth. LEDS GP currently brings together
LEDS leaders and practitioners from more than 160 countries and international institutions through
innovative peer to peer learning and collaboration via forums and networks. For the full list of participants
and more information on partnership activities, see www.ledsgp.org
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